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Pair Of Rocaille Chenets From The XVIIIth

2 200 EUR

Period : 18th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Bronze

https://www.proantic.com/en/832087-pair-of-rocaille-chenets-

from-the-xviiith.html

Dealer

Antiquités Garnier
Antiques Dealer

Tel : 05.57.64.53.95

Mobile : 06.83.33.30.90

29, rue du port

Plassac 33390

Description

Description:

Chiseled bronze, ormoulu.

These lights are designed in Rocaille volutes, part

of which is hollowed out in a canopy above a

putto holding a flower. The movement of the

decor is particularly exuberant, at this level the

Rocaille style becomes almost "contemporary".

These andirons are gripped by heavy iron log

bars.

If you wish to receive a video of this object in

order to better "understand" it, or detailed photos,

do not hesitate to ask us.

State :

Good original condition, partially worn ormoulu.



Dimensions:

Height: 28 cm, width: 27 cm. Total length with

the log bar: 52 cm.

 Conditions of sale :

-> we only work on the Internet but we can

receive by appointment, we will then pick up the

objects that interest you at our depot in Blaye to

present them to you at our place.

-> We guarantee the authenticity of all our

objects.

Our objects are cleaned and restored to be as

close as possible to the original appearance.

-> Shipping costs: free for France and the whole

world (these conditions are valid for all countries

in the world served by La Poste or carriers).

-> Your items will be delivered to you in a

professional package individually insured by

AXA ART.

-> Do not hesitate to ask us for additional photos.

In order to overcome the only defect of the

Internet which is the impossibility of "touching"

the objects, you can receive your object to

discover it fully and keep it or return it while

keeping your freedom of choice (our packages are

reusable).

 

 Facilities of Payment / All Payment Types

Réf  3546 / 10,14 kg  /  2200


